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Appendix F: SA of Significant Change to and Newly Proposed Rural Allocations
Appraisal Key
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* Whether a site is Greenfield or Brownfield in nature has been determined using Google Maps (2014) and the interpretation of the definition of
previously development land provided in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2012. In addition, all references made to sites being
adjacent or close to a sewage works, main roads or railways and other uses have been determined through use of Google Maps (2014).
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SWDP 59: Category 1 Village Allocations (formerly SWDP 23 Category 1 Village Sites)
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Malvern Hills
Indicative Dwellings Total: 823
Villages (Category
1)
Effects Common to All Individual Sites and Villages
There is the potential for minor positive effects economy and employment from development at each site through providing additional
high quality homes, which could retain the existing and attract a new workforce. Increases in population can also increase spending on
local services and facilities which can benefit the local economy. Category 1 Villages have at least four key services and most provide
employment opportunities as defined in ‘The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey’ (South Worcester Councils, 2012)1 and have
good access to designated towns2 for other employment and other services required. Therefore, it is assumed that there are sufficient
employment opportunities and other services to accommodate an increase in population.

Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
2 Worcester, Tewkesbury, Droitwich, Pershore, Evesham, Redditch, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Malvern - Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District
Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-andAppendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
1
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All sites are located within/ adjacent to or close to an existing settlement boundary (with the exception of the majority of the Welland
sites, Braithwaites Yard and Land Off Bransford Road (barrier to integration) and therefore are likely to support existing local services and
the viability and vitality of the villages and also allow for integration with the existing community leading to minor positive effects.
Development each individual site (except for SWDP59/8, Land North of Brookend Lane (adjacent to the Limes), Land at Bight Farm,
Kempsey (Extension), SWDP59/12, Land Off Bransford Road and Lawn Farm, Drake Street) is likely have minor long-term positive effects on
the SA Objective of housing as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a small amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, given the small quantum of development proposed at each site
(except for SWDP59/8, Land North of Brookend Lane (adjacent to the Limes), Land at Bight Farm, Kempsey (Extension), SWDP59/12, Land
Off Bransford Road and Lawn Farm, Drake Street), it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard
infrastructure (excluding effects on green infrastructure).
Development at each site (except the sites at Welland and 123a Main Road) will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered
to be of average value3 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to
help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
With regard to the SA Objective of quality design and sustainable construction, the effects are anticipated to be neutral. This is because
there is the potential for all development to have high quality design and be sustainably constructed, as the NPPF requires that all
development should achieve high quality and inclusive design, establish a strong sense of place, respond to local character and create
safe and accessible environment. In addition, any new development will need to meet with the requirements of Policy SWDP 21: Design.
All of the sites (except for Church House Farm, SWDP59/10 and The Royal Oak PH and SWDP59/13) are located mostly on Greenfield land
contain agricultural land and/or a located within a significant gap or an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). As a result,
development is likely to result to lead to permanent minor negative effects on climate change and on landscape and townscape.
However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified for landscape in particular,
SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at each site is likely to increase waste temporarily in the short-term during construction but also permanently in the longterm by additional households generating waste day to day. However, the NPPF requires that waste is minimised and therefore it is
considered that any development could minimise waste and as a result, the effects on waste are considered to be neutral. Mitigation is

3

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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also available in the form of Policy SWDP 33: Waste, which requires proposals for new development to incorporate adequate facilities into
the design to allow occupiers to separate and store waste for recycling and recovery unless existing provision is adequate.
The Transport Assessment4 indicates that development is likely to increase congestion travel times, with the potential for minor long-term
negative cumulative effects on travel and transport. The magnitude of the potential increase in traffic (and potential negative effects)
for sites within Category 1 Villages, is expected to be less as it is assumed that all sites within and adjacent this category of Village are
serviced well by public transport.
There are no internationally or nationally designated sites for nature conservation on or adjacent to any of the potential development
sites (except for Land between Old Post Office and Church Farm)5. It is assumed that for all of sites (with the exception of 123a Main
Road, SWDP59/9, Land Adjacent Primary School and Land between Old Post Office and Church Farm), the effects on biodiversity and
geodiversity will be uncertain until lower level studies and assessments are carried out. Policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22:
Biodiversity and Geodiversity will help mitigate negative effects.
Key Issues for Individual Sites and Villages
Abberley Common
Potential Sites: Walshes Farm, Abberley Common (15 dwellings); SWDP59/1 Abberley Common, The Orchard Abberley Common (6
Dwellings); and SWDP59/2 Abberley Common, Land West of Apostle Oak Cottage, Abberley Common (14 Dwellings)
Indicative Dwelling Total: 35
Development at each of the sites is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHI6&7 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment.
There are also no known flooding issues at any of the potential development sites 8. In addition, given the small size of development
proposed at each site, it is considered unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with regard to health.

CH2MHILL (2014) SWDP2 – Phase 1 – Impacts on Transport Network Performance
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
6 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
7 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
8 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
4
5
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Walshes Farm is adjacent to sewerage works, which has a potential for negative effects on health, however it is considered that
Development Management policies provide sufficient mitigation to ensure no significant negative effects.
In light of the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects
on village as a whole.
Clifton on Teme
Potential Sites: SWDP59/3 Clifton Upon Teme, Land at Hope Lane (30 dwellings) and Church House Farm, Clifton upon Teme (17
dwellings)
Indicative Dwelling Total: 47
Development at SWDP59/3 is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments
or ALAHI9&10 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. However, the site at Church House Farm contains a Listed Building which could be directly affected by the
development and therefore there is potential for permanent minor negative effects on the historic environment if the asset is lost through
development. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available
from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment. There are also no known flooding
issues at any of the potential development sites11. In addition, given the small size of development proposed at each of the sites, it is
considered unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with regard to health.
Development at both sites however are expected to result in the loss of Grade 2 agricultural land, with the potential for minor long-term
negative effects on soils.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Great Witley
Potential Site: SWDP59/4 Great Witley, Land adj to the Primary School (27 dwellings)

English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
11 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
9

10
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There are also no known flooding issues at this particular site12. However, the site is adjacent to a Listed Building13 which could be indirectly
affected by the development and therefore there is potential for permanent minor negative effects on the historic environment.
Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies
SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment. Furthermore, the site is adjacent to the A443, which
indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and
air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects
identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21: Design.
In light of the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Hanley Swan
Potential Site: SWDP59/6 Hanley Swan, Land between School and Westmere (20 dwellings).
Development at the site is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or
ALAHI14&15 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is
available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment. In addition, given the small
size of development proposed at each site, it is considered unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with regard to
health. However, the site is susceptible to surface water flooding16 which could affect the new residential development and therefore
there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. Development here is expected to lead to the loss
of Grade 2 agricultural land, with the potential for minor long-term negative effects on soils.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent from a single site to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Kempsey

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
14 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
15 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
16 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
12
13
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Potential Sites: SWDP59/8 Land adjacent to the Lawns including Bight Farm (combined / extended sites) (138 dwellings); 123a Main Road,
Kempsey (10 dwellings); Land North of Brookend Lane (adjacent to the Limes), Kempsey (120 dwellings); and Land at Bight Farm,
Kempsey (Extension) (52 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 320
Development at each of the sites is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHI17&18 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment.
Furthermore, all sites are adjacent to the A38, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further
negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from
the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21:
Design.
However, site SWDP59/8 is susceptible to surface water flooding19 which could affect the new residential development and therefore
there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. The eastern boundary of the Land north of
Brookend Lane is within an area of medium to high flood risk, however it is considered that Development Management policies provide
sufficient mitigation to ensure that there will be no major negative effects on water and flooding. There are no known flooding issues at
any of the other sites20.
Development at SWDP59/8, Land North of Brookend Lane and Land at Bight Farm (Extension) is likely have major long-term positive
effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the
opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, all
sites are adjacent/ close to Kempsey’s settlement boundary and given their size, it is expected that they could provide additional
infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure.
123a Main Road is within the settlement boundary and is not known to contain any green infrastructure of average value or above
although it does contain a traditional orchard priority habitat21 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
19 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
20 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
21 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
17
18
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10. In addition, Land North of Brookend Lane is located within a significant gap22and as a result development here could lead to further
minor negative effects on landscape. SWDP59/8 contains a number of TPO’s23, however it is considered that Development Management
Policies provide sufficient mitigation to ensure that there will be no major negative effects on green infrastructure.
This village is considered to have a high level of sustainability as it has high Levels of services and facilities provision (at least 4 key services)
and high levels of public transport provision (access to all journey types) 24. It also has good access to the A38 and Worcester City. As a
result it is expected that it can accommodate the large in quantum of development proposed with the development having major
positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for housing, infrastructure and indirect on health benefits. The level of development
could also noticeably help to sustain the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a major
concern with noise, light and air quality from the development along A38 causing health problems for new residents but it is envisaged
that this could be easily mitigated. The loss of a large amount of Greenfield land and agricultural land (SWDP59/8 is expected to contain
Grade 1 agricultural land) could have negative permanent long-term effects on the surrounding landscape, the setting of the village of
and possibly climate change. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the
development sites.
Lower Broadheath
Potential Sites: SWDP59/9 Lower Broadheath, Land North of Bell Lane, south of Martley Road (48 dwellings); and SWDP59/10 Lower
Broadheath, Peachley Court Farm (6 dwellings); SWDP59/11 Lower Broadheath, Strand Cottages, Peachley Lane (6 dwellings); and
SWDP45/2c Lower Broadheath, Land adjacent to Henwick Mill House, Martley Road (42 dwellings) (NB: This site is not near the village, but
difficult to categorise elsewhere).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 60
Indicative total including Henwick Mill House site: 102
Development at SWDP59/10 and SWDP45/2c is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings,
Scheduled Monuments or ALAHI25&26 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment
are considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, the site at SWDP59/9 and SWDP59/11 are both adjacent to a Listed Building which
could be indirectly affected by the development and therefore there is potential for permanent minor negative effects on the historic
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Malvern District Council – sites assessment
24 Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
25 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
26 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
22
23
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environment. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from
policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment. In addition, given the small size of
development proposed at each of the sites, it is considered unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with regard to
health. However, SWDP45/2c is close to a landfill site, with the potential for minor indirect negative effects on health, it is considered that
this is appropriate mitigated in Development Management policies which prevent unacceptable impacts on health.
Site SWDP59/9 is susceptible to a small amount of surface water flooding27 which could affect the new residential development and
therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. There are no known flooding issues at
any the other sites28. Site SWDP59/9 also contains a traditional orchard priority habitat29 and therefore there is potential for minor negative
effects on SA Objective 10.
Furthermore, site SWDP59/10 consists of a number of large corrugated iron structures and therefore it is considered to be Brownfield land.
Development which removes the large corrugated iron structures is likely to have a minor positive long-term effect on landscape and
townscape of Lower Broadheath. Site SWDP45/2c is also brownfield, and adjacent to the settlement boundary, with the potential for
minor long-term positive effects.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the development sites.
Martley
Potential Sites: Land Adjacent Primary School, Martley (14 dwellings); and SWDP59/12 Martley, Land adjacent to the Crown (combined
sites) (51 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 65
Development at SWDP59/12 is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive
effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Martley’s settlement boundary and given their

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
29 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
27
28
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size, it is expected that they could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. Site SWDP59/12 is susceptible to surface water flooding30 which could affect the new residential development and
therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. There are no known flooding issues at
Land Adjacent Primary School 31.
Both sites are close to the Conservation Area 32 which could be indirectly affected by the development and therefore there is potential
for minor negative effects on the historic environment. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment. In
addition, given the small size of development proposed at Land Adjacent Primary School, it is considered unlikely that there would be
any individual significant effects with regard to health. However, Land Adjacent Primary School contains a traditional orchard priority
habitat33 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 10.
Development of SWDP59/12 could result in the loss of Grade 2 agricultural land 34, which has the potential for minor long-term negative
effects on soils.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the small number and the location of the development sites.
Hallow
Potential Sites: SWDP59/5 Hallow, Land North of Orchard Close (46 dwellings); Braithwaites Yard, Hallow (9 dwellings); The Royal Oak PH,
Hallow (8 dwellings); and Land South of Greenhill Lane, Hallow (30 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 93

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
32 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
33 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
34 Malvern Hill District Council – sites assessment
30
31
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Development at is The Royal Oak PH not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHI35&36 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, the sites at SWDP59/5 and Land South of Greenhill Lane are adjacent to a Listed
Building and the site at Braithwaites Yard is adjacent to the Conservation Area and therefore there is potential for indirect minor negative
effects on the historic environment. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management
level and is available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment.
All sites are adjacent to the A443, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on
pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies
to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21: Design. In addition, the sites
at SWDP59/5 and Land South of Greenhill Lane are susceptible to surface water flooding37 which could affect the new residential
development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. There are no known
flooding issues at any of the other sites38.
Furthermore, the site at Braithwaites Yard and The Royal Oak PH are considered to be Brownfield in nature and therefore their
redevelopment likely to have a minor positive long-term effect on landscape and townscape and climate change. However,
Braithwaites Yard is outside from the main settlement boundary in a significant gap 39 and as a result integration with the existing
community is considered to be more difficult and development here is not expected to support the viability and vitality of Hallow as
much as other sites. Therefore if Braithwaites Yard is developed, there could be minor negative effects against landscape and
communities if not carefully mitigated. Development at SWDP59/5 and the Land south of Greenhill Lane is expected to result in the loss of
Grade 2 agricultural land40 with potential for minor long-term negative effects on soils.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern with noise, light and air quality from the
development along A443 causing health problems for new residents but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated. There is also
potential for the development at the site to lead to cumulative negative effects on the historic environment from development at the
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
37 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
38 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
39 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
40 Malvern Hill District Council – sites assessment
35
36
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majority of sites having an indirect affect the character and appearance of the village and/or the setting of a few Listed Buildings. No
other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the small number and the location of the development
sites.
Welland
Potential Sites: SWDP59/13 Welland, Land adjacent to the Pheasant Inn (10 dwellings); Land North of Marlbank Road (South), Welland (24
dwellings); Lawn Farm, Drake Street, Welland (50 dwellings); and Land between Old Post Office and Church Farm, Drake, Welland (30
dwellings)
Indicative Dwelling Total: 114
Development at Lawn Farm is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive
effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, given their size, it is expected that they could provide additional
infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure.
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported41 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies
to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; and SWDP 21: Design.
Furthermore, all sites are adjacent to the A4104, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further
negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from
the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; SWDP
31: Pollution; and SWDP 21: Design.
All of the sites except for Land North of Marlbank Road are outside of the main settlement boundary and are therefore considered less
likely to support the vitality and viability of Welland leading to minor negative effects on SA Objective 2. In addition, the site Land North of
Marlbank Road at is susceptible to surface water flooding 42 which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is
considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. There are no known flooding issues at any of the other
sites43.

41
42
43

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Development at Land between Old Post Office and Church Farm is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas,
Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHI44&45 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the
historic environment are considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, all other sites are adjacent to a Listed Building which could
be indirectly affected by the development and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on the historic environment.
Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies
SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment.
The site at Land between Old Post Office and Church Farm is adjacent to a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)46 and therefore there is
potential for indirect minor negative effects against SA Objective 10. However, site Lawn Farm is adjacent to an existing site of regional or
local wildlife importance47 and as a result could provide opportunities to deliver greater connectivity and create a wildlife corridor to
expand the habitats. This could lead to minor positive effects if connectivity is achieved.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. It is uncertain whether the location of the new developments will
help to sustain the viability and vitality of the village as most of the sites are situated outside of the main settlement boundary. Potential
increases in the level of traffic could be a concern with noise, light and air quality from the development along A4104 causing health
problems for new residents but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated. There is also potential for the development at the sites to
lead to cumulative negative effects on the historic environment from development at the majority of sites having an indirect affect the
setting of a few Listed Buildings. There is also potential for minor negative cumulative effects on landscape resulting from the potential loss
of good value green infrastructure and as most sites are within or are adjacent/ close to the AONB. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the development sites.
Summary of Cumulative Effects for Malvern Category 1 Villages
Development at all of sites could mean that new infrastructure will be needed to support the growth across the Category 1 Villages but it
is assumed that all development will make appropriate and timely provision/ contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line
with the NPPF and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan. In addition, all
development is proposed within or adjacent/ close to existing settlement boundaries and therefore is likely to support existing local
services and the viability and vitality of the villages and also allow for integration with the existing community. Therefore, the cumulative
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
46 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
47 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
44
45
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effects against SA Objective 3 are considered to be minor positive. Additional high quality and affordable housing to be provided at all
sites is likely to lead to major cumulative long-term positive effects on housing with indirect minor positive effects on health and
employment.
The cumulative effects against the SA Objectives for historic environment, climate change and landscape and townscape are expected
to be minor negative. This is because development across the majority of the sites will result in the loss of Greenfield and agricultural land
around and within the village boundaries. A large number of the sites proposed are likely on the most part to indirectly affect the setting
of Listed Buildings and the character and appearance of a number of Conservation Areas through development if not carefully
designed.
Until lower level studies and assessments are carried out, the cumulative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity, and pollution are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. Pollution resulting from growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development is dispersed
throughout a number of villages. Furthermore, given the location of each site within/ close to a Category 1 Village, the quantum of
development proposed and the need to meet the requirements of the NPPF, it was considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects against the SA Objectives regarding quality design and sustainable construction and waste.
One of the key villages selected for a large quantum of development (approximately 320 dwellings) is Kempsey. This village is considered
to have a high level of sustainability as it has high Levels of services and facilities provision (at least 4 key services) and high levels of public
transport provision (access to all journey types)48. It also has good access to the A38 and Worcester City. As a result it is expected that it
can accommodate the large in quantum of development proposed with the development having major positive cumulative effects
against the SA Objective for housing, infrastructure and indirect on health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help
to sustain the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a major concern with noise, light and air
quality from the development along A38 causing health problems for new residents but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated.
The loss of a large amount of Greenfield land and agricultural land could have negative permanent long-term effects on the surrounding
landscape, the setting of the village of and possibly climate change. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be
significant given the location of the development sites.
Key Positive Sustainability Effects
 Potential for major positive cumulative effects with regard to provision of housing.

Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
48
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Key Negative Sustainability Effects
 None.
The following potential sites have progressed to the proposed main modifications:
SWDP59/11, SWDP59/2, SWDP59/8, SWDP59a (Walshes Farm, Clows Top Rd, Abberley Common), SWDP59b (Church House Farm, Clifton
upon Teme), SWDP59d (Braithwaite’s Yard, Hallow). SWDP59e (123a Main Road, Kempsey), SWDP59f (Land north of Brookend Lane adj.to
The Limes, Kempsey), SWDP59i (Land north of Marlbank Rd south, Welland), SWDP59k (Land adj. to Primary School, Martley), SWDP59l
(Lawn Farm, Drake Street), SWDP59zk (The Royal Oak PH, Hallow), SWDP59zl (Land between Old Post Office and Church Farm, Drake
Street), and SWDP59zzi (Land south of Greenhill Lane, Hallow) (New dwelling total of 517)
The SA findings for cumulative effects have not been significantly changed.
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Wychavon Villages
Indicative Dwellings Total: 1092
(Category 1)
Effects Common to All Individual Sites and Villages
There is the potential for minor positive effects economy and employment from development at each site through providing additional
high quality homes, which could retain the existing and attract a new workforce. Increases in population can also increase spending on
local services and facilities which can benefit the local economy. Category 1 Villages have at least four key services and most provide
employment opportunities as defined in ‘The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey’ (South Worcester Councils, 2012)49 and have
good access to designated towns50 for other employment and other services required. Therefore, it is assumed that there are sufficient
employment opportunities and other services to accommodate an increase in population.
All sites are located within/ adjacent to or close to an existing settlement boundary and therefore are likely to support existing local
services and the viability and vitality of the villages and also allow for integration with the existing community leading to minor positive
effects.

Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
50 Worcester, Tewkesbury, Droitwich, Pershore, Evesham, Redditch, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Malvern - Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District
Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-andAppendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
49
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Development each individual site (except for WY002, WY004, SWDP59/18, SWDP59/19, SWDP59/20, SWDP59/21, WY007, SWDP59/22 and
SWDP59/27) is likely have minor long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing as the development will provide the opportunity
to supply a small amount of additional high quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, given the small
quantum of development proposed at each site (except for except for WY002, WY004, SWDP59/18, SWDP59/19, SWDP59/20, SWDP59/21,
WY007, SWDP59/22 and SWDP59/27), it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard infrastructure
(excluding effects on green infrastructure).
With regard to the SA Objective of quality design and sustainable construction, the effects are anticipated to be neutral. This is because
there is the potential for all development to have high quality design and be sustainably constructed, as the NPPF requires that all
development should achieve high quality and inclusive design, establish a strong sense of place, respond to local character and create
safe and accessible environment. In addition, any new development will need to meet with the requirements of Policy SWDP 21: Design.
All of the sites (except for WY002 and WY009) are located mostly on Greenfield land and/or contain agricultural land and/or are in an
AONB. As a result, development is likely to result to lead to permanent minor negative effects on climate change and on landscape and
townscape. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified for landscape in
particular, SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at all the sites is likely to increase waste temporarily in the short-term during construction but also permanently in the longterm by additional households generating waste day to day. However, the NPPF requires that waste is minimised and therefore it is
considered that any development could minimise waste and as a result, the effects on waste are considered to be neutral. Most sites are
likely to be able to take advantage of existing waste infrastructure given their location within or close to an existing settlement. Mitigation
is also available in the form of Policy SWDP 33: Waste, which requires proposals for new development to incorporate adequate facilities
into the design to allow occupiers to separate and store waste for recycling and recovery unless existing provision is adequate.
The Transport Assessment51 indicates that development is likely to increase congestion and travel times, with the potential for minor longterm negative cumulative effects on travel and transport. The magnitude of the potential increase in traffic (and potential negative
effects) for sites within Category 1 Villages, is expected to be less as it is assumed that all sites within and adjacent this category of village
are serviced well by public transport.

51

CH2MHILL (2014) SWDP2 – Phase 1 – Impacts on Transport Network Performance
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There are no internationally or nationally designated sites for nature conservation on or adjacent to any of the potential development
sites52. It is assumed that for all of sites (with the exception of SWDP59/14, SWDP59/15, WY005, SWDP59/17 and SWDP59/26), the effects on
biodiversity and geodiversity will be uncertain until lower level studies and assessments are carried out. Policies SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity and Geodiversity will help mitigate negative effects.
Development at the site (with the exception of sites SWDP59/15, WY004, SWDP59/19, SWDP59/21, WY011and WY012) is not anticipated to
have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs53&54 but the potential for
archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be uncertain at this stage. Mitigation
for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6:
Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
Air, light and noise pollution along with emissions contributing to climate change are likely to increase - particularly in the short-term
during the construction phase at each site leading to minor negative effects on the SA Objectives of pollution and climate change.
Key Issues for Individual Sites and Villages
Badsey
Potential Sites: SWDP59/14 Badsey, Land off Banks Road (50 dwellings); WY001 - Land at Horsebridge Avenue, Badsey (30 dwellings);
WY002 -Land to the Rear of 34 Bretforton Road, Badsey (50 dwellings); and WY003 – Land opposite Horsebridge Avenue, Badsey (36
dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling total: 166
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported55 (especially WY003 containing part of the Badsey Brook corridor, and WY001 with a Special Wildlife Site and
watercourse running across the majority of the site56) - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available
from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character
and SWDP 21: Design. In addition, given the small size of development proposed at SWDP59/14, WY001 and WY003, it is considered

Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
54 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
55 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
56 TBC
52
53
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unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with regard to health. However, SWDP59/14 contains traditional orchard and
deciduous woodland priority habitats57 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 10.
Development at WY002 is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects
on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Badsey’s settlement boundary and given its size it
is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. The site is also located on Brownfield land and as result there is potential for minor positive effects on landscape and
townscape and also against the SA Objective for climate change.
Two of the sites (WY003 and WY001) are susceptible to surface water flooding and are partly located within flood zones 2/3 58 which could
affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective
14. There are no known flooding issues at sites SWDP59/14 and WY00259.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern but it is envisaged that this could be
easily mitigated. The cumulatively introduction of impermeable surfaces as a result of development on Greenfield land could increase
the risk of surface water flooding. There could also be negative cumulative long-term effects on green infrastructure. No other effects
against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the proposed development sites.
Bredon
Potential Sites: SWDP59/15 Bredon, Land to the rear of Oak Lane and Land East of Bredon Fruit Farm, Oak Lane (24 dwellings); WY004 –
Land Off Tewkesbury Road, Bredon (98 dwellings); and WY005 – Land Off Cheltenham Road, Bredon (33 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 155
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
restored and maintained60 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to
help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; and SWDP 21: Design.
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
59 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
60 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
57
58
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Furthermore, site SWDP59/15 is adjacent to the main railway line, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects
and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is
available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape
Character; SWDP 31: Pollution; and SWDP 21: Design. In addition, given the small size of development proposed at WY005, it is considered
unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with regard to health. There are no known flooding issues at any of the
proposed sites61.
Development at WY004 is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects
on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Badsey’s settlement boundary and given its size it
is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure.
Two of the sites (SWDP59/15 and WY005) contain traditional orchard priority habitats62 and therefore there is potential for minor negative
effects on SA Objective 10. Also site SWDP59/15 and WY004 are adjacent/ close to the Conservation Area 63 and therefore there is
potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 12. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the
development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic
Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern but it is envisaged that this could be
easily mitigated. There could be negative cumulative long-term effects on green infrastructure. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the proposed development sites.
Broadway
Potential Sites: SWDP59/17 Broadway, Land to the East of Kingsdale Court (13 dwellings); SWDP59/18 Broadway, Land adjacent
Leamington Road (59 dwellings); SWDP59/19 Broadway, Land adjacent to Station Road (65 dwellings); and WY006 – Sheldon Avenue
Garage Court, Broadway (5 dwellings).

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
63 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
61
62
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Indicative Dwelling Total: 142
Development at each site (except for WY006) will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and
which needs to be restored and maintained64, site SWDP 59/17 is considered to have high landscape sensitivity65 - which could lead to
minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects
identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design. In addition, given the small size of
development proposed at SWDP59/17 and WY006, it is considered unlikely that there would be any individual significant effects with
regard to health. However, SWDP59/14 contains traditional orchard and deciduous woodland priority habitats66, and both sites
SWDP59/17 and WY006 fall within an AGLV and AONB 67, therefore there is potential for major negative effects on SA Objective 10. There
are no known flooding issues at sites SWDP59/17, SWDP59/18 and WY00668.
Development at sites SWDP59/18 and SWDP59/19 is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with
indirect minor positive effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of
additional high quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the sites are adjacent to Broadway’s
settlement boundary and given their size, it is expected that they could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor
positive effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure. However, site SWDP59/19 is susceptible to surface water flooding and is partly located
within flood zones 2/3, is close to the Conservation Area69 and is situated on top of a historic landfill70. As a result, there is potential for
development at site SWDP59/19 to have minor negative effects on the SA Objectives of health, historic environment and water if not
carefully mitigated.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern but it is envisaged that this could be
easily mitigated. There could also be negative cumulative long-term effects on the AONB. No other effects against the SA Objectives are
considered to be significant given the location of the proposed development sites.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
TBC
66 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
67 TBC
68 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
69 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
70 Environment Agency (2014) Maps. Online at http://maps.environment-agency.gov.uk/ [accessed June 2014]
64
65
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Hartlebury
Potential Site: SWDP59/20 Hartlebury, Land West of Worcester Road (154 dwellings).
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
restored and maintained71 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to
help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at the site is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects
on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Hartlebury’s settlement boundary and given its
size, it is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. However, the site is susceptible to surface water flooding72 and as a result, there is potential for minor negative effects on
the SA Objective regarding water if not carefully mitigated.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the nature and location of the site.
Honeybourne
Potential Sites: SWDP59/21 Honeybourne, Land between High Street and Weston Road (75 dwellings); and WY007 – Land Adjacent to
Harvard Avenue, Off Stratford Road, Honeybourne (60 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 135
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
restored and supported73 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to
help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.

71
72
73

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Development at both sites is likely have individual major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor
positive effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high
quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the sites are adjacent to Honeybourne’s settlement
boundary and given their size, it is expected that they could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive
effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure. However, site WY007 is susceptible to surface water flooding and is partly located within flood
zones 2/3 and is close to the Conservation Area and adjacent to a number of Listed Buildings74&75 and a result there is potential for minor
negative effects on the SA Objectives of historic environment and water if not carefully mitigated. Furthermore, site is adjacent to the
main railway line, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with
regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern but it is envisaged that this could be
easily mitigated. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the proposed
development sites.
Inkberrow
Potential Site: SWDP59/22 Inkberrow, Land off Stonepit Lane / land east of Withybed Lane (combined / extended site) (100 dwellings)
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of premium value 76 - leading to minor
negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified
SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at the site is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects
on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Inkberrow’s settlement boundary and given their
size, it is expected that they could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. However, a small part of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding77 and as a result, there is potential for minor
negative effects on the SA Objective regarding water if not carefully mitigated.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
76 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
77 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
74
75
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The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the nature and location of the site.
Offenham
Potential Sites: SWDP59/24 Offenham, Laurels Avenue (19 dwellings); WY008 – Land at Laurels Road, Offenham (25 dwellings); WY009 –
Spencer Commercial Services Ltd, Evesham Road, Offenham (9 dwellings); and WY010 – Land South of Three cocks lane, Offenham (30
dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 83
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported78 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies
to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design. In
addition, given the small size of development proposed at all the sites, it is considered unlikely that there would be any individual
significant effects with regard to health. However, all sites are partly susceptible to surface water flooding79 which could affect the new
residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14.
Furthermore, site WY009 is located on Brownfield land and does not contain any agricultural land and as a result it is considered to have
minor positive effects on the SA Objectives regarding climate change and landscape and townscape.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern but it is envisaged that this could be
easily mitigated. The cumulatively introduction of impermeable surfaces as a result of development on Greenfield land could increase
the risk of surface water flooding. There could also be negative cumulative long-term effects on green infrastructure. No other effects
against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the proposed development sites.
Ombersley

78
79

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Potential Sites: SWDP59/25 Ombersley, The Racks (East) (14 dwellings); SWDP59/26 Ombersley, Land North of Woodhall Lane (25
dwellings); WY011 – Land to the Rear of Shrubbery House, Ombersley (10 dwellings); and WY012 – Land Off Cross Keys, Ombersley (30
dwellings.
Indicative Dwelling Total: 79
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
protected and invested in80 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Furthermore, all sites are adjacent to the main A
road, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to
noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the
negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design. In addition, two of the
sites (WY011and WY012) are likely to lead to minor negative effects on the historic environment as they are located adjacent a Listed
Building81 and are within or are adjacent to the Conservation Area 82. Site SWDP59/26 also contains a traditional orchard priority habitat83
and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 10.
In addition, site SWDP59/26 is partly susceptible to surface water flooding 84 which could affect the new residential development and
therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. All other sites are not known to have any
flooding issues85.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern with noise, light and air quality from the
main A roads causing health problems for new residents but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated. There could also be
negative cumulative long-term effects on the historic environment if design of the development is not sensitive to the setting of the
Conservation Area. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the location of the proposed
development sites.
Wychbold
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
82 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
83 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
84 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
85 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
80
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Potential Sites: SWDP59/27 Wychbold, Crown Lane (68 dwellings); and WY013 – Land Adjacent the Poachers Pocket, Wychbold (10
dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 78
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of mostly of premium value86 - leading to
minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Development at site WY013 could result in the loss of Greenbelt land, although the extent
of this is uncertain at this time87. Furthermore, both sites are adjacent to the A38 road, which indicates that there are likely to be minor
negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential
development, and site WY013 would require a contamination survey prior to development due to the previous site uses 88. Mitigation is
available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape
Character and SWDP 21: Design. In addition, site SWDP59/27 is partly susceptible to surface water flooding 89 and WY013 falls within a low
risk flood zone (Flood Risk Zone 1) which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential
for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. All other sites are not known to have any flooding issues 90.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern with noise, light and air quality from the
main A roads causing health problems for new residents but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated. The green infrastructure
around the north-western part of the settlement is particularly sensitive to development. No other effects against the SA Objectives are
considered to be significant given the location of the proposed development sites.
Summary of Cumulative Effects for Wychavon Category 1 Villages
Development at all of sites could mean that new infrastructure will be needed to support the growth across the Category 1 Villages but it
is assumed that all development will make appropriate and timely provision/ contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line
with the NPPF and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan. In addition, all
development is proposed within or adjacent/ close to existing settlement boundaries and therefore is likely to support existing local
services and the viability and vitality of the villages and also allow for integration with the existing community. Therefore, the cumulative
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
TBC
88 TBC
89 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
90 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
86
87
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effects against SA Objective 3 are considered to be minor positive. Additional high quality and affordable housing to be provided at all
sites is likely to lead to major cumulative long-term positive effects on housing with indirect minor positive effects on health and
employment.
The cumulative effects against the SA Objectives for water, climate change and landscape and townscape are expected to be minor
negative. This is because development across the majority of the sites will result in the loss of Greenfield and agricultural land around and
within the village boundaries. Cumulative increases in impermeable surfaces resulting from development at all sites could exacerbate
existing and create new surface water flooding issues. In addition, almost all of the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure
considered to be of between average and premium value.
Until lower level studies and assessments are carried out, the cumulative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity, historic environment and
pollution are considered to be uncertain at this stage. Pollution resulting from growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development
is dispersed throughout a number of villages. Furthermore, given the location of each site within or close to a Category 1 Village, the
quantum of development proposed and the need to meet the requirements of the NPPF, it was considered unlikely that there would be
any significant effects against the SA Objectives regarding quality design and sustainable construction and waste.
Key Positive Sustainability Effects
 Potential for major positive cumulative effects with regard to provision of housing.
Key Negative Sustainability Effects
 None.
The following potential sites have been progressed to the proposed main modifications:
SWDP59/14, SWDP59/17, SWDP59/25, WY003, WY008, and WY009 (new dwelling total of 181)
The SA findings for cumulative effects have not changed, it is considered the small quantum of development progressing to the proposed
main modifications are unlikely to result in any significant negative effects.
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SWDP 60: Category 2 Village Allocations (formerly SWDP 24 Category 2 Village Sites)
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Malvern Hills
Indicative Dwellings Total: 350
Villages (Category
2)
Effects Common to All Individual Sites and Villages
Residential development at Category 2 Villages is not considered to have a significant effect on the SA Objective of economy and
employment. Category 2 Villages have at least two key services which includes a shop but most do not provide employment
opportunities as defined in ‘The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey’ (South Worcester Councils, 2012)91. It is assumed that the
majority of the community travels to a designated town92 for employment and to access other services.
All sites are located within or adjacent to an existing settlement boundary and therefore are likely to support existing local services and
the viability and vitality of the villages and also allow for integration with the existing community leading to minor positive effects.

Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
92 Worcester, Tewkesbury, Droitwich, Pershore, Evesham, Redditch, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Malvern - Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District
Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-andAppendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
91
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Development each individual site (except for the site at Kiln Lane) is likely have minor long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of
housing as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a small amount of additional high quality and affordable housing to
meet identified housing needs. In addition, given the small quantum of development proposed at each site (except for the site at Kiln
Lane), it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard infrastructure (excluding effects on green
infrastructure).
With regard to the SA Objective of quality design and sustainable construction, the effects are anticipated to be neutral. This is because
there is the potential for all development to have high quality design and be sustainably constructed, as the NPPF requires that all
development should achieve high quality and inclusive design, establish a strong sense of place, respond to local character and create
safe and accessible environment. In addition, any new development will need to meet with the requirements of Policy SWDP 21: Design.
All of the sites are located on Greenfield land within or adjacent to a settlement boundary and/ or contain agricultural land. As a result,
development is likely to result to lead to permanent minor negative effects on climate change and on landscape and townscape.
However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified for landscape in particular,
SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at all the sites is likely to increase waste temporarily in the short-term during construction but also permanently in the longterm by additional households generating waste day to day. However, the NPPF requires that waste is minimised and therefore it is
considered that any development could minimise waste and as a result, the effects on waste are considered to be neutral. Most sites are
likely to be able to take advantage of existing waste infrastructure given their location within or close to an existing settlement. Mitigation
is also available in the form of Policy SWDP 33: Waste, which requires proposals for new development to incorporate adequate facilities
into the design to allow occupiers to separate and store waste for recycling and recovery unless existing provision is adequate.
The Transport Assessment93 indicates that development is likely to increase congestion and travel times, with the potential for minor longterm negative cumulative effects on traffic and transport. In addition, all sites are considered to have poorer access to public transport
compared to Category 1 Villages and as a result, development at each site is considered to have negative effects on transport.
There are no internationally or nationally designated sites for nature conservation on or adjacent to any of the potential development
sites94. It is assumed that for all of sites (with the exception of Land Off Hop Pole Green), the effects on biodiversity and geodiversity will be

93
94

CH2MHILL (2014) SWDP2 – Phase 1 – Impacts on Transport Network Performance
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
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uncertain until lower level studies and assessments are carried out. Policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity and
Geodiversity will help mitigate negative effects.
Development at the site (with the exception of sites: SWDP60/5 including the extension; Land Adjacent to the Crown PH; SWDP60/1; and
SWDP60/7) is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs95&96
but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be uncertain at
this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from
policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
Air, light and noise pollution along with emissions contributing to climate change are likely to increase - particularly in the short-term
during the construction phase at each site leading to minor negative effects on the SA Objectives of pollution and climate change.
None of the proposed sites are located partly or within a zone of medium to high flood risk and/or in an area susceptible to surface water
flooding97. Therefore it is that the potential for significant effects against the A Objective for water are neutral. In addition, any new
development will need to meet with the requirements of the following policies, which will help reduce the negative effects on water:
SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 31: Pollution; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28:
Management of Flood Risk.
Key Issues for Individual Sites and Villages
Powick and Colletts Green
Potential Sites: SWDP60/5 Powick and Collett's Green, Former allotments, Winsmore (30 dwellings) including Former Allotments, Winsmore
(Extension), Powick and Collets Green (5 dwellings); Land South of Sparrowhall Lane, Powick and Colletts Green (39 dwellings); and Land
Adjacent to the Crown PH, Powick, Powick and Colletts Green (45 dwellings)
Indicative Dwelling Total: 119
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported98 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, all the sites are adjacent to the A449,
which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise,
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
97 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
98 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
95
96
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light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative
effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21: Design.
However, site SWDP60/5 including the extension is adjacent to the Conservation Area 99 and Land Adjacent to the Crown PH is adjacent
to a Listed Building100 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 12. Mitigation for any potential negative
effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24:
Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern and the adjacent main road could
cause noise, light and air quality issues for any new development but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated. In addition,
possible cumulative negative effect on heritage assets and loss of green infrastructure of good value should be carefully mitigated to
protect the setting and character and appearance of those assets and the village itself. No other effects against the SA Objectives are
considered to be significant given the small number of sites involved and location of those sites.
Leigh Sinton
Potential Site: Kiln Lane, Leigh Sinton (53 dwellings) and Land Off Hop Pole Green, Leigh Sinton (10 dwellings).
Indicative dwelling Total: 63
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported101 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies
to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design. In
addition, given the small size of development proposed at Land Off Hop Pole Green, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects with regard to health. However, Land Off Hop Pole Green contains a traditional orchard priority habitat102 and
therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 10.
Development at Kiln Lane is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects
on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
101 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
102 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
99

100
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affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Leigh Sinton’s settlement boundary and given its
size it is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. However, the site is located within a significant gap103 and as a result a large amount of development at this site could
lead to further negative effects on landscape and townscape.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern but it is envisaged that this could be
easily mitigated. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the small number of sites involved and
location of those sites.
Broadwas
Potential Sites: SWDP60/2 Broadwas, Land adjacent School (10 dwellings); and Land at Stoney Lea, Broadwas (8 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total:18
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
protected and invested in104 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, site SWDP60/2 is adjacent to the
A449, which means there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light
and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative
effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21: Design. Furthermore,
taking into account the small size of development proposed at Land at Stoney Lea and given that there are no adjacent uses which
could cause nuisance, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to health.
In light of the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects
on village as a whole.
Bayton
Potential Site: SWDP60/1 Bayton, Land adjoining Severne Green (5 dwellings).

103
104

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
protected and invested in105 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Furthermore, the site is within the Conservation
Area and adjacent to a Listed Building106 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 12. Mitigation for any
potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic
Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and
SWDP 21: Design. Taking into account the small size of development proposed and as there are no adjacent uses which could cause
nuisance, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to health.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Callow End
Potential Site: SWDP60/3 Callow End, Wheatfield Court (15 dwellings).
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported107 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, taking in account size of
development proposed and give that there are no adjacent uses which could cause nuisance, it is considered unlikely that there would
be any significant effects with regard to health.
In light of the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Clows Top
Potential Site: SWDP60/4 Clows Top, Land adjacent to Highbrae (17 dwellings).
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
protected and invested in108 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, the site is adjacent to the A456 and
close to a landfill, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with
regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. A PROW is also situated at the rear of the site. Mitigation is
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
107 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
108 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
105
106
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available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 4: Moving Around South Worcestershire, SWDP 5:
Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21: Design.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Rushwick
Potential Sites: SWDP60/6 Rushwick, Land at Claphill (28 dwellings); SWDP60/7 Rushwick, Land at Old Bransford Road (20 dwellings);
SWDP60/8 Rushwick Land adj Upper Wick Lane (15 dwellings); and Rushwick, Land Off Bransford Road (50 dwellings)
Indicative Dwelling Total: 113
Development at the Land off Bransford Road is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect
minor positive effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional
high quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. However, the site is not adjacent to Rushwick’s settlement
boundary and it is separated from the village by A440 which is likely to make integration difficult leading to minor negative effects on SA
Objective 2. However, the site is better positioned to help support the vitality and viability of Worcester City as it adjacent to the general
settlement boundary of the City. In addition, given its size, it is expected that they could provide additional infrastructure improvements
leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure. However, the site is susceptible to surface water flooding and partly
falls within flood risks 2/3 at the northern and southeastern parts of the site109and as a result, there is potential for minor negative effects on
the SA Objective regarding water if not carefully mitigated. Furthermore, the site adjacent to the A440, which indicates that there are
likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new
residential development. There are also electricity pylons and overhead cables on the site which could cause further negative effects on
health. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure,
SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21: Design.
The site is adjacent to an existing site of regional or local wildlife importance 110 and as a result could provide opportunities to deliver
greater connectivity and create a wildlife corridor to expand the habitats. This could lead to minor positive effects if connectivity is
achieved.

109
110

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Given the site’s location, the larger quantum of development proposed could lead to major positive cumulative effects for Worcester
City rather than Rushwick against the SA Objective for housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits . The level
of development could also noticeably help to sustain the viability and vitality of the Worcester City. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the nature and location of the site.
Development at SWDP60/7 and SWDP 60/8 will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which
needs to be restored and maintained, SWDP60/6 could result in the loss of green Infrastructure of average value111 - leading to minor
negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, sites SWDP60/7 and SWDP60/8 are adjacent to the A4440, and SWDP60/7 contains
an electricity pylon, which means there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with
regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help
reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character, SWDP 31: Pollution and SWDP 21:
Design. Taking in account size of development proposed at SWDP60/6 and as there are no adjacent uses which could cause nuisance, it
is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to health.
However, SWDP60/7 is adjacent to a Listed Building112 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 12.
Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies:
SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern and the main road could cause noise,
light and air quality issues for new development but it is envisaged that this could be easily mitigated. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the small number of sites involved and location of those sites.
Summary of Cumulative Effects for Malvern Category 2 Villages
Development at all of sites could mean that new infrastructure will be needed to support the growth across the Category 2 Villages but it
is assumed that all development will make appropriate and timely provision/ contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line
with the NPPF and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan. In addition, all
development is proposed within or adjacent to existing settlement boundaries and therefore is likely to support existing local services and

111
112

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
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the viability and vitality of the villages/ town and also allow for integration with the existing community. Therefore, the cumulative effects
against SA Objective 3 are considered to be minor positive. Additional high quality and affordable housing to be provided at all sites is
likely to lead to major cumulative long-term positive effects on housing with indirect minor positive effects on health.
The cumulative effects against the SA Objectives for climate change and landscape and townscape are expected to be minor
negative. This is because development across all sites will result in the loss of Greenfield and agricultural land adjacent to the village/town
boundaries. In addition, almost all of the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure considered to be of between average and good
value. There is also the potential for minor negative cumulative effects with regard to increases in traffic resulting from development at all
sites and as the villages generally have poor access to public transport. Congestion as a result of growth is thought to be less of an issue in
light of the small quantum of development and as it will be dispersed across different villages.
Until lower level studies and assessments are carried out, the cumulative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity, historic environment and
pollution are considered to be uncertain at this stage. Pollution resulting from growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development
is dispersed throughout a number of villages. Furthermore, given the location of each site within a Category 2 Village, the quantum of
development proposed and the need to meet the requirements of the NPPF, it was considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects against the SA Objectives regarding economy and employment, quality design and sustainable construction, water
and waste.
Key Positive Sustainability Effects
 Potential for major positive cumulative effects with regard to provision of housing.
Key Negative Sustainability Effects
 None.
The following potential sites have been progressed to the proposed main modifications:
SWDP60a (Land at Stoney Lea, Broadwas), SWDP60b (Land adj. to the Crown PH, Powick and Collett’s Green), SWDP60c (Land south of
Sparrowhall Lane, Powick and Collett’s Green), SWDP60d (Land at Kiln Lane, Leigh Sinton), and SWDP60t (Land off Bransford Road,
Rushwick) (New dwelling total of 195)
The SA findings for cumulative effects have not been significantly changed.
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Wychavon Villages
Indicative Dwelling Total: 877
(Category 2)
Effects Common to All Individual Sites and Villages
Residential development at Category 2 Villages is not considered to have a significant effect on the SA Objective of economy and
employment. Category 2 Villages have at least two key services which includes a shop but most do not provide employment
opportunities as defined in ‘The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey’ (South Worcester Councils, 2012)113. It is assumed that the
majority of the community travels to a designated town114 for employment and to access other services.
All sites are located adjacent to the existing settlement boundary and therefore are likely to support existing local services and the
viability and vitality of the villages/ town and also allow for integration with the existing community (with the exception WY025) of leading
to minor positive effects.
Development each individual site (except for WY014, SWDP60/14, SWDP60/16 and WY021) is likely have minor long-term positive effects
on the SA Objective of housing as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a small amount of additional high quality and
Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
114 Worcester, Tewkesbury, Droitwich, Pershore, Evesham, Redditch, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Malvern - Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District
Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-andAppendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
113
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affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, given the small quantum of development proposed at each site
(except for WY014, SWDP60/14, SWDP60/16 and WY021), it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard
infrastructure (excluding effects on green infrastructure).
All of the sites (except for WY027) are located predominantly on Greenfield land adjacent to a settlement boundary and/ or contain
agricultural land. As a result, development is likely to result to lead to permanent minor negative effects on climate change and on
landscape and townscape. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified for
landscape in particular, SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
With regard to the SA Objective of quality design and sustainable construction, the effects are anticipated to be neutral. This is because
there is the potential for all development to have high quality design and be sustainably constructed, as the NPPF requires that all
development should achieve high quality and inclusive design, establish a strong sense of place, respond to local character and create
safe and accessible environment. In addition, any new development will need to meet with the requirements of Policy SWDP 21: Design.
Taking into account the small size of development proposed at each site and as there are no adjacent uses which could cause nuisance
on the majority of the sites (except for WY017, WY020, SWDP60/15, WY014, SWDP60/14, SWDP60/16, WY021 and SWDP60/28), it is
considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to health.
Development at all the sites is likely to increase waste temporarily in the short-term during construction but also permanently in the longterm by additional households generating waste day to day. However, the NPPF requires that waste is minimised and therefore it is
considered that any development could minimise waste and as a result, the effects on waste are considered to be neutral. Most sites are
likely to be able to take advantage of existing waste infrastructure given their location within or close to an existing settlement. Mitigation
is also available in the form of Policy SWDP 33: Waste, which requires proposals for new development to incorporate adequate facilities
into the design to allow occupiers to separate and store waste for recycling and recovery unless existing provision is adequate.
The Transport Assessment115 indicates that development is likely to increase congestion and travel times, with the potential for minor longterm negative cumulative impacts on traffic and transport. In addition, all sites are considered to have poorer access to public transport
compared to Category 1 Villages and as a result, development at each site is considered to have negative effects on transport.

115

CH2MHILL (2014) SWDP2 – Phase 1 – Impacts on Transport Network Performance
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There are no internationally or nationally designated sites for nature conservation on or adjacent to any of the potential development
sites (except for SWDP60/15)116. It is assumed that for all of sites (with the exception of SWDP60/15, SWDP60/14, WY016, WY025 and
WY029), the effects on biodiversity and geodiversity will be uncertain until lower level studies and assessments are carried out. Policies
SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity and Geodiversity will help mitigate negative effects.
Key Issues for Individual Sites and Villages
Bretforton
Potential site: WY014 – Land Off station Road, Bretforton (59 dwellings).
Development the site is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects on
health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Bretforton’s settlement boundary and given its
size it is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. However, development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value
which needs to be restored and supported117 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Furthermore, the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding (minor) which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to
be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help
reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29:
Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
Development at the site is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments
or ALAHIs118&119 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is
available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
118 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
119 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
116
117
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the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern. No other effects against the SA
Objectives are considered to be significant given the nature and location of the site.
Ashton Under Hill
Potential Sites: SWDP60/9 Ashton under Hill, Station Road (6 dwellings); and SWDP60/10 Ashton under Hill, Elmley Road (25 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 31
Development at both sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported120 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Both sites are particularly sensitive to
development as they are located within or adjacent to the AONB 121 and therefore there is potential for further long-term negative effects
on landscape and townscape compared to other locations. Site SWDP60/9 is adjacent to the Conservation Area122 and a Listed
Building123 and so also has the potential for minor negative indirect effects on the historic environment. In addition, development at
SWDP60/10 the is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or
ALAHIs124&125 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is
available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole although the potential for permanent negative effects on the AONB will need to be carefully mitigated.
Drakes Broughton
Potential Sites: SWDP60/14 Drakes Broughton, Land south of B4084 (90 dwellings); WY017 – Land Opposite Stonebow Road, Drakes
Broughton (39 dwellings); and WY018 – Land South of Walcot Lane, Drakes Broughton (32 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 161

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
122 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
123 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
124 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
125 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
120
121
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Development at SWDP60/14 is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive
effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Drakes Broughton’s settlement boundary and
given its size it is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA
Objective 3 – infrastructure. A public right of way runs through the centre of the site126, and the site also partly contains a deciduous
woodland local priority habitat127 which could be lost if the site is developed and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on
biodiversity and geodiversity.
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
restored and invested in128 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Two of the sites (SWDP60/14 and
WY017) are susceptible to surface water flooding129 which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is
considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. There are no known flooding issues at site WY018130. In
addition, site WY017 is adjacent to the main railway line, which means there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further
negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation for any potential
negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure
and SWDP 31: Pollution.
Development at the site is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments
or ALAHIs131&132 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is
available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern and also potential cumulative
TBC
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
128 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
129 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
130 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
131 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
132 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
126
127
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increases in surface water flooding could also be an issue for new and existing development. No other effects against the SA Objectives
are considered to be significant given the small number of sites involved and location of those sites.
Fernhill Heath
Potential Sites: SWDP60/16 Fernhill Heath, Dilmore Lane/ Station road (120 dwellings); WY020 - Site Off A38 between the Old Drive and
Sling Lane, Fernhill Heath (35 dwellings); and WY021 – Worcestershire Hunt Kennels, Kennel Lane, Fernhill Heath (90 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 245
Development at sites SWDP60/16 and WY021 is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect
minor positive effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional
high quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the sites are adjacent to Fernhill Heath’s settlement
boundary and given their size, it is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive
effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure.
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value 133 - leading to minor
negative effects on green infrastructure. Furthermore, all of the sites are susceptible to surface water flooding 134 which could affect the
new residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. In
addition, site WY020 is adjacent to the A38, which means there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects
on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. Site WY020 is also adjacent to the Green
Belt135, and site SWDP60/16 contains TPOs, Ancient Woodland and Ancient Hedgerows 136. Mitigation for any potential negative effects
can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 29:
Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
Development at WY021 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments
or ALAHIs137&138 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. However, SWDP60/16 and WY020 do have the potential to affect the Conservation Area, and also indirectly

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
135 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
136 TBC
137 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
138 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
133
134
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affect Listed Buildings and SAMs which are adjacent to them139. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the
development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic
Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
The northern end of site WY020 falls within a sand and gravel mineral safeguarding area, development could have the potential for minor
negative effects on SA Objective 10 as a result.
This village is considered to have a medium level of sustainability as it has good levels of services and facilities provision (at least 2 key
services) and medium levels of public transport provision (access to all day time journey types)140. It also has excellent access by road to
Worcester City via the A38 and the B4850. As a result it is expected that it can accommodate the large in quantum of development
proposed with the development having major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for housing, infrastructure and indirect
on health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain the viability and vitality of the village and provide new
key services which may allow it to become a Category 1 Village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a major concern and
also potential cumulative increases in surface water flooding could also be an issue for new and existing development. The loss of a large
amount of Greenfield land and agricultural land could have negative permanent long-term effects on the surrounding landscape, the
setting of the village of Fernhill Heath and possibly climate change. Development of SWDP60/16 could have a detrimental cumulative
impact on a Strategic Gap, risking coalescence with Lower Town 141. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be
significant given the location of the proposed sites.
Cropthorne
Potential Sites: SWDP60/13 Cropthorne, Land at Field Barn Lane (6 dwellings); WY015 – Land at Field Barn Lane, Cropthorne (5 dwellings);
and WY016 – Land at Greenacres, Brook Lane, Cropthorne (5 dwellings); WY058 – Land between Pentalow and Berrycroft, Blacksmiths
Lane, Cropthorne (8 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 24
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value which needs to be restored
and invested in142 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Site WY015 falls within the 500m buffer of a SSSI 143, and
TBC
Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
141 TBC
142 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
143 TBC
139
140
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mitigation should be provided at the project level. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can also be provided at the
development management level and is available from policy SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure.
Development at sites SWDP60/13 and WY015 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings,
Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs144&145, but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic
environment are considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, site WY058 is adjacent to the Conservation Area and several Listed
Buildings, and site WY016 falls partly in the Conservation Area146 (in the south east of the site), and is adjacent to a Listed Building147, it also
contains a deciduous woodland priority habitat148 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on both SA Objectives 10
and 12. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from
policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22:
Biodiversity. In addition, sites WY015 and WY016 fall within a low risk flood zone (Flood Risk Zone 1), and site WY016 is within a sand and
gravel minerals safeguarding area149, with the potential for minor negative effect on SA Objectives 10 and 14. Both site WY015, and
WY016 contain public rights of way.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Eckington
Potential Sites: SWDP60/15 Eckington, Land to the North of Russell Drive, Pershore Road (20 dwellings); and WY019 – Land at New Road/
Pershore Road, Eckington (24 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 44
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value 150 - leading to minor
negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, site SWDP60/15 is adjacent to the railway line, which means there are likely to be
minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential

English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
146 TBC
147 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
148 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
149 TBC
150 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
144
145
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development. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available
from policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 31: Pollution.
Site SWDP60/15 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or
ALAHIs151&152, but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. However, site WY019 is adjacent to the Conservation Area 153 and a Listed Building154 and also contains a
traditional priority habitat155 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on both SA Objectives 10 and 12. Site SWDP60/15 is
adjacent to a SSSI156 and therefore also has the potential for negative effects on biodiversity from increase, noise, light and recreational
distance (indirect). Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is
available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure
and SWDP 22: Biodiversity. In addition, there are no known flooding issues at any of the development sites 157.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Harvington
Potential Sites: SWDP60/19 Harvington, Land adjacent to Crest Hill (9 dwellings); WY023 – Land to the East of Evesham Road & South of
Village Street, Harvington (30 dwellings); and WY024 – Land R/O 71 Village Street, Harvington (36 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 75
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value which needs to be protected
and supported158 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, site SWDP60/15 is adjacent to the railway line,
which means there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and
air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 31: Pollution.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
153 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
154 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
155 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
156 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
157 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
158 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
151
152
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Development at sites WY023 and WY024 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings,
Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs159&160, but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic
environment are considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, site SWDP60/19 is adjacent to the Conservation Area161 and
therefore there is potential for indirect minor negative effects on SA Objective 12. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be
provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of
the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure. In addition, there are no known flooding issues at any of the development
sites162.
Development at sites WY023 and WY024 have the potential to negatively affect flood issues down-stream163, and development at these
sites requires the appropriate assessment and mitigation to avoid these impacts, there is however potential for an indirect minor negative
effect on SA Objective 14, although it is felt suitable mitigation exists at the development management level to avoid any significant
negative effects.
The larger quantum of development proposed at this village could lead to major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for
housing and also bring further infrastructure and indirect health benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain
the viability and vitality of the village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a concern as well as the loss of green
infrastructure of good value around the village. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be significant given the
small number of sites involved and location of those sites.
Pinvin
Potential Sites: SWDP60/21 Pinvin, Land rear of Green End, Pinvin (5 dwellings); SWDP60/22 Pinvin, Land adjacent the Workshops and
Uplands (14 dwellings); SWDP60/23 Pinvin, Land North of The Green (20 dwellings); and WY025 – Land at Cleveland House, Terrace Road,
Pinvin (6 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 45

English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
161 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
162 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
163 TBC
159
160
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Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value which needs to be protected
and supported164 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Furthermore, two of the sites (SWDP60/21 and SWDP60/22)
are partially susceptible to surface water flooding with the latter’s edge located within a medium to high area of fluvial flood risk 165,
therefore there is potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. In addition, site WY025 contains a traditional priority
habitat166 and therefore there is potential for direct minor negative effects on SA Objective 10. Mitigation for any potential negative
effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 29:
Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk. In
addition, there are no known flooding issues at any of the other development sites in Pinvin167.
None of the sites are anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or
ALAHIs168&169 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is
available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; and SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure.
It should be noted that there is a potential barrier to integration with the majority of the existing community of Pinvin at site WY025. The site
is separated from the main settlement by the A44 although there are pavements and crossing facilities to allow movement between
Pinvin and the site. However, given the presence of the barrier, the site is considered not to support the SA Objective of sustainable
communities as well as other sites and as a result is conserved to lead to minor negative effects.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Sedgeberrow
Potential Sites: SWDP60/24 Sedgeberrow, Land off Main Street (20 dwellings); SWDP60/25 Sedgeberrow, Winchcombe Road (8 dwellings);
WY026 – 76-86 Winchcomber Road, Sedgeberrow (6 dwellings); and WY027 – Land Currently Used as Nursery Off Barn Lane, Sedgeberrow
(15 dwellings).
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
166 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
167 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
168 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
169 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
164
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Indicative Dwelling Total: 49
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value which needs to be restored
and maintained170 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Only one site (SWDP60/25) is susceptible to surface water
flooding171, therefore there is potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. Mitigation for any potential negative effects
can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 29:
Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk. In
addition, there are no known flooding issues at any of the other development sites in Sedgeberrow 172 and also none of the sites are
anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs173&174.
Furthermore, site WY027 is located on Brownfield land adjacent to the settlement boundary and will provide opportunities to remove
large scale structures which have a negative effect on the townscape. The site will also not result in the loss of any agricultural land and
as a result are considered to lead to minor positive effects on climate change and also on landscape and townscape.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Upton Snodsbury
Potential Sites: SWDP60/28 Upton Snodsbury, Garage site off A422 and land to the rear (22 dwellings); and WY029 – Land between
College Road and School Lane, Upton Snodsbury (16 dwelling).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 38
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of premium value 175 - leading to minor
negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, site SWDP60/28 is adjacent to the A422, which means there are likely to be minor
negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential
development. Furthermore, site WY029 contains a traditional priority habitat176 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
172 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
173 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
174 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
175 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
176 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
170
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on SA Objective 10. Moreover, there are no known flooding issues at any of the development sites in Upton Snodsbury177 and also none of
the sites are anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs178&179.
Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies:
SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 31: Pollution; and
SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Fladbury
Potential Sites: SWDP60/17 Fladbury, Land off Broadway Lane, adj. Grey Lyn (7 dwellings); and WY022 – Land at Dean Bank (Adjacent
Broadway Close), Broadway Lane, Fladbury (25 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 32
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value which needs to be restored
and invested in180 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Moreover, there are no known flooding issues at any of the
development sites in Fladbury181 and also none of the sites are anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed
Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs182&183. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP
5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Flyford Flavell
Potential Site: SWDP60/18 Flyford Flavell, Land East of Boot Inn, Radford Road (16 dwellings).
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
179 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
180 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
181 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
182 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
183 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
177
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Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of premium value 184 - leading to minor
negative effects on green infrastructure. Moreover, there are no known flooding issues on the site185 and development is not anticipated
to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs186&187. Mitigation for any potential
negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment;
SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Overbury
Potential Site: SWDP60/20 Overbury, Site adjacent Wine Acres (8 dwellings).
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value 188 - leading to minor negative
effects on green infrastructure. However, there is potential for the development to have an indirect long-term negative effect on the
Conservation Area189 which is adjacent to the site and the site is also the site is located within the AONB and therefore could lead to
further negative effects on landscape. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management
level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity. There are no known flooding issues on the site190.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
South Littleton
Potential Sites: SWDP60/26 South Littleton, Land between Long Hyde Road and Station Road (20 dwellings); and SWDP60/27 South
Littleton, Land at Shinehill Lane (30 dwellings).
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
186 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
187 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
188 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
189 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
190 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
184
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Indicative Dwelling Total: 50 dwellings
Development at all sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value which needs to be protected
and supported191 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Only one site (SWDP60/27) is susceptible to surface water
flooding192, therefore there is potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. Mitigation for any potential negative effects
can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 29:
Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk. In
addition, there are no known flooding issues on site SWDP60/26193 and also none of the sites are anticipated to have an effect on any
known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs194&195.
Summary of Cumulative Effects for Wychavon Category 2 Villages
Development at all of sites could mean that new infrastructure will be needed to support the growth across the Category 2 Villages but it
is assumed that all development will make appropriate and timely provision/ contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line
with the NPPF and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan. In addition, all
development is proposed within or adjacent to existing settlement boundaries and therefore is likely to support existing local services and
the viability and vitality of the villages/ town and also allow for integration with the existing community. Therefore, the cumulative effects
against SA Objective 3 are considered to be minor positive. Additional high quality and affordable housing to be provided at all sites is
likely to lead to major cumulative long-term positive effects on housing with indirect minor positive effects on health.
The cumulative effects against the SA Objectives for climate change and landscape and townscape are expected to be minor
negative. This is because development across all sites will result in the loss of Greenfield and agricultural land adjacent to the village/town
boundaries. In addition, almost all of the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure considered to be of between average and
premium value. There is also the potential for minor negative cumulative effects with regard to increases in traffic resulting from
development at all sites and as the villages generally have poorer access to public transport. Congestion as a result of growth is thought
to be less of an issue in light of the small quantum of development and as it will be dispersed across different villages.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
193 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
194 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
195 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
191
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Until lower level studies and assessments are carried out, the cumulative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity, historic environment and
pollution are considered to be uncertain at this stage. Pollution resulting from growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development
is dispersed throughout a number of villages. Furthermore, given the location of each site within or close to a Category 2 Village, the
quantum of development proposed and the need to meet the requirements of the NPPF, it was considered unlikely that there would be
any significant effects against the SA Objectives regarding economy and employment, quality design and sustainable construction,
water and waste.
One of the key areas selected for a large quantum of development (approximately 440 dwellings) is Fernhill Heath. This village is
considered to have a medium level of sustainability as it has good levels of services and facilities provision (at least 2 key services) and
medium levels of public transport provision (access to all day time journey types)196. It also has excellent access by road to Worcester City
via the A38 and the B4850. As a result it is expected that it can accommodate the large in quantum of development proposed with the
development having major positive cumulative effects against the SA Objective for housing, infrastructure and indirect on health
benefits. The level of development could also noticeably help to sustain the viability and vitality of the village and provide new key
services which may allow it to become a Category 1 Village. Potential increases in the level of traffic could be a major concern and also
potential cumulative increases in surface water flooding could also be an issue for new and existing development. The loss of a large
amount of Greenfield land and agricultural land could have negative permanent long-term effects on the surrounding landscape, the
setting of the village of Fernhill Heath and possibly climate change. No other effects against the SA Objectives are considered to be
significant given the location of those sites within and adjacent to the village.
Key Positive Sustainability Effects
 Potential for major positive cumulative effects with regard to provision of housing.
Key Negative Sustainability Effects
 None.
The following potential sites have been progressed to the proposed main modifications:
SWDP60/18, SWDP60/19, SWDP60/24, SWDP60/27 and WY058 (New dwelling total of 83)
The SA findings for cumulative effects have not changed, it is considered the small quantum of development progressing to the proposed
main modifications are unlikely to result in any significant negative effects.
Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
196
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SWDP 61: Category 3 Village Allocations (Formerly SWDP 25 Category 3 Village Sites)
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Malvern Villages
Indicative Dwelling Total: 82
(Category 3 and
Lower)
Effects Common to All Individual Sites and Villages
Residential development at Category 3 Villages is not considered to have a significant effect on the SA Objective of economy and
employment. Category 3 Villages have at least one key service (other than a parish/ village hall) but most do not provide employment
opportunities as defined in ‘The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey’ (South Worcester Councils, 2012)197. They do however have
access to at least a daily public transport service to access a designated town 198. It is assumed that employment and other services will
be accessed from the designated towns.
All sites are located adjacent to the existing settlement boundary and therefore are likely to support existing local services and the
viability and vitality of the villages/ town and also allow for integration with the existing community leading to minor positive effects.
Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
198 Worcester, Tewkesbury, Droitwich, Pershore, Evesham, Redditch, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Malvern - Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District
Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-andAppendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
197
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Development each individual site (except Land Off Pearl Lane) is likely have minor long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of
housing as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a small amount of additional high quality and affordable housing to
meet identified housing needs. In addition, given the small quantum of development proposed at each site (except Land Off Pearl
Lane), it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard infrastructure (excluding effects on green
infrastructure).
With regard to the SA Objective of quality design and sustainable construction, the effects are anticipated to be neutral. This is because
there is the potential for all development to have high quality design and be sustainably constructed, as the NPPF requires that all
development should achieve high quality and inclusive design, establish a strong sense of place, respond to local character and create
safe and accessible environment. In addition, any new development will need to meet with the requirements of Policy SWDP 21: Design.
All of the sites are located on Greenfield land adjacent to the main settlement boundary of each village/town and also contain
agricultural land. As a result, development is likely to result to lead to permanent minor negative effects on climate change and on
landscape and townscape. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified for
landscape in particular, SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at all the sites is likely to increase waste temporarily in the short-term during construction but also permanently in the longterm by additional households generating waste day to day. However, the NPPF requires that waste is minimised and therefore it is
considered that any development could minimise waste and as a result, the effects on waste are considered to be neutral. Most sites are
likely to be able to take advantage of existing waste infrastructure given their location within or close to an existing settlement. Mitigation
is also available in the form of Policy SWDP 33: Waste, which requires proposals for new development to incorporate adequate facilities
into the design to allow occupiers to separate and store waste for recycling and recovery unless existing provision is adequate.
The Transport Assessment199 indicates that development is likely to increase congestion and travel times, with the potential for minor longterm negative cumulative effects on traffic and transport. In addition, all sites are considered to have poor access to public transport
compared to Category 1 Villages and as a result, development at each site is considered to have negative effects on transport.
There are no internationally or nationally designated sites for nature conservation on or adjacent to any of the potential development
sites200. It is assumed that for all of sites the effects on biodiversity and geodiversity will be uncertain until lower level studies and

199
200

CH2MHILL (2014) SWDP2 – Phase 1 – Impacts on Transport Network Performance
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
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assessments are carried out. Policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity and Geodiversity will help mitigate negative
effects.
Development at each of the sites is not expected to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHI201&202 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment.
Air, light and noise pollution along with emissions contributing to climate change are likely to increase - particularly in the short-term
during the construction phase at each site leading to minor negative effects on the SA Objectives of pollution and climate change.
Key Issues for Individual Sites and Villages
Alfrick
Potential Site: SWDP61/1 Alfrick (East of Chapel Meadow 14 dwellings)
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported203 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects
against SA Objective 14. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP
5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water
Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk. Furthermore, taking into account the small size of the
development it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to health.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Stourport
Potential Site: Land Off Pearl Lane, Astley Cross, Stourport (62 dwellings)

English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
203 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
201
202
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Development the site is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects on
health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. In addition, the site is adjacent to Stourport’s settlement boundary and given its size
it is expected that the site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 –
infrastructure. However, development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and
which needs to be protected and invested in204 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Furthermore, the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to be
potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce
the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable
Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
Given that the site is adjacent to a town and the overall quantum of development proposed is small compared to the town’s urban
area, it is considered that there would not be any significant effects on the town as a whole. It should be noted that the site is on the LPA
boundary, and development is likely to interact with the neighbouring authority of Stourport-on-Severn.
Ripple
Potential Site: Land at Rectory Lane (Land East of Green Gables) (6 dwellings).
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and maintained205 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, the site is adjacent to a sewage
works, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to
noise, light, odour and air quality on any new residential development. There are no known flooding issues on the site206. However,
mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25:
Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
In light of the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.

204
205
206

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Summary of Cumulative Effects for Malvern Category 3 Villages
Development at all of sites could mean that new infrastructure will be needed to support the growth across the Category 3 Villages but it
is assumed that all development will make appropriate and timely provision/ contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line
with the NPPF and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan. In addition, all
development is proposed adjacent to existing settlement boundaries and therefore is likely to support existing local services and the
viability and vitality of the villages/ town and also allow for integration with the existing community. Therefore, the cumulative effects
against SA Objective 3 are considered to be minor positive. Additional high quality and affordable housing to be provided at all sites is
likely to lead to major cumulative long-term positive effects on housing with indirect minor positive effects on health.
The cumulative effects against the SA Objectives for climate change and landscape and townscape are expected to be minor
negative. This is because development across all sites will result in the loss of Greenfield and agricultural land adjacent to the village/town
boundaries. There is also the potential for minor negative cumulative effects with regard to increases in traffic resulting from development
at all sites and as the villages generally have poor access to public transport. Congestion as a result of growth is thought to be less of an
issue in light of the small quantum of development and as it will be dispersed across different villages and a town.
Until lower level studies and assessments are carried out, the cumulative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity, historic environment and
pollution are considered to be uncertain at this stage. Pollution resulting from growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development
is dispersed throughout a number of villages. Furthermore, given the location of each site within or close to a Category 3 Village, the
quantum of development proposed and the need to meet the requirements of the NPPF, it was considered unlikely that there would be
any significant effects against the SA Objectives regarding economy and employment, quality design and sustainable construction,
water and waste.
Key Positive Sustainability Effects
 Potential for major positive cumulative effects with regard to provision of housing.
Key Negative Sustainability Effects
 None.
The following potential site has been progressed to the proposed main modifications:
SWDP61/1 (New dwelling total of 14)
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The SA findings for cumulative effects have been reassessed and considered unlikely to result in any significant cumulative effects due to
the low number of new dwellings progressing.
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Wychavon Villages
Indicative Dwelling Total: 675
(Category 3)
Effects Common to All Individual Sites and Villages
Residential development at Category 3 Villages is not considered to have a significant effect on the SA Objective of economy and
employment. Category 3 Villages have at least one key service (other than a parish/ village hall) but most do not provide employment
opportunities as defined in ‘The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey’ (South Worcester Councils, 2012)207. They do however have
access to at least a daily public transport service to access a designated town 208. It is assumed that employment and other services will
be accessed from the designated towns.
The majority of sites (except for WY044 and WY040) are located adjacent to or within an existing settlement boundary and therefore are
likely to support existing local services and the viability and vitality of the villages and also allow for integration with the existing
community leading to minor positive effects.

Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at
http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-and-Appendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
208 Worcester, Tewkesbury, Droitwich, Pershore, Evesham, Redditch, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Malvern - Worcester City, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District
Councils (2012) The Village Facilities and Rural Transport Survey. Online at http://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Report-andAppendices-VFRTS-December-2012.pdf [accessed June 2014]
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Development each individual site (except WY044) is likely have minor long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing as the
development will provide the opportunity to supply a small amount of additional high quality and affordable housing to meet identified
housing needs. In addition, given the small quantum of development proposed at each site (excluding WY044), it is considered that there
are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard infrastructure (excluding green infrastructure).
With regard to the SA Objective of quality design and sustainable construction, the effects are anticipated to be neutral. This is because
there is the potential for all development to have high quality design and be sustainably constructed, as the NPPF requires that all
development should achieve high quality and inclusive design, establish a strong sense of place, respond to local character and create
safe and accessible environment. In addition, any new development will need to meet with the requirements of Policy SWDP 21: Design.
The majority of the sites (excluding SWDP61/10, WY044, WY040 and WY043) are located on Greenfield land adjacent to the main
settlement boundary of each village/town and/ or contain agricultural land. As a result, development is likely to result to lead to
permanent minor negative effects on climate change and on landscape and townscape. However, mitigation is available from the
following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified for landscape in particular, SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25:
Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at all the sites is likely to increase waste temporarily in the short-term during construction but also permanently in the longterm by additional households generating waste day to day. However, the NPPF requires that waste is minimised and therefore it is
considered that any development could minimise waste and as a result, the effects on waste are considered to be neutral. Most sites are
likely to be able to take advantage of existing waste infrastructure given their location within or close to an existing settlement. Mitigation
is also available in the form of Policy SWDP 33: Waste, which requires proposals for new development to incorporate adequate facilities
into the design to allow occupiers to separate and store waste for recycling and recovery unless existing provision is adequate.
The Transport Assessment209 indicates that development is likely to increase congestion and travel times, with potential for a long-term
minor negative cumulative effect on traffic and transport. In addition, all sites are considered to have poor access to public transport
compared to Category 1 Villages and as a result, development at each site is considered to have negative effects on transport.
There are no internationally or nationally designated sites for nature conservation on or adjacent to any of the potential development
sites210. It is assumed that for the majority of sites (except SWDP61/7, WY034 and WY030) the effects on biodiversity and geodiversity will be

209
210

CH2MHILL (2014) SWDP2 – Phase 1 – Impacts on Transport Network Performance
Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
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uncertain until lower level studies and assessments are carried out. Policies SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity and
Geodiversity will help mitigate negative effects.
Air, light and noise pollution along with emissions contributing to climate change are likely to increase - particularly in the short-term
during the construction phase at each site leading to minor negative effects on the SA Objectives of pollution and climate change.
Key Issues for Individual Sites and Villages
Bishampton
Potential Sites: SWDP61/2 Bishampton, Land west of Main Street (12 dwellings); and WY030 – Land adjoining and including the Firs, Main
Street, Bishampton (15 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 27
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and maintained211 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. However, mitigation is available from the
following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP
21: Design. Furthermore, Taking into account the small size of each development it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects with regard to health. There are no known flooding issues on either of the sites212.
Development at site SWDP61 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs213&214, but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, site WY030 is adjacent to a Listed Building215 and also contains a traditional orchard
priority habitat216 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on both SA Objectives 10 and 12. Mitigation for any potential
negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment;
SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
213 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
214 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
215 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
216 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
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Given the small quantum of development adjacent the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Church Lench
Potential Site: WY031 – Land Off Low Road, Church Lench (6 dwellings).
Taking into account the small size of the development it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to
health. There are no known flooding issues on either of the sites 217 and development at the site is not anticipated to have an effect on
any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs218&219. However, the potential for archaeology is
unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be uncertain at this stage.
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and maintained220 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. However, mitigation is available from the
following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP
21: Design.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Tibberton
Potential Sites: SWDP61/15 Tibberton, Land to the rear of Hawthorn Rise (15 dwellings) and WY028 – Land Rear of Kenosha, Foredraught
Lane, Tibberton (8 dwellings)
Indicative Dwelling Total: 23
Development at each site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
restored and invested in221 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. However, mitigation is available from the following
policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21:

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
219 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
220 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
221 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
217
218
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Design. Furthermore, in light of the small size of each development it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with
regard to health. There are no known flooding issues on either of the sites 222.
Development at site SWDP61/15 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs223&224 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, site WY028 is adjacent to a Conservation Area225 and therefore there is potential for
minor negative effects on SA Objective12. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development
management level and is available from policies SWDP 6: Historic Environment and SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment.
Site WY028 is adjacent to an existing site of regional or local wildlife importance 226 and as a result could provide opportunities to deliver
greater connectivity and create a wildlife corridor to expand the habitats. This could lead to minor positive effects if connectivity is
achieved.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Cleeve Prior
Potential Site: WY032 – Land Off Hoden Lane, Cleeve Prior (6 dwellings)
Taking into account the small size of the development it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects with regard to
health and development at the site is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs227&228. However, the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment
are considered to be uncertain at this stage, however the area is rich in Prehistoric and Romano British sites so it is therefore
recommended that trial trenching and archaeological field evaluation is undertaken prior to any development.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
224 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
225 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
226 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
227 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
228 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported229 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding with an unnamed watercourse partly on site, which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is
considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help
reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29:
Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
The site contains two public rights of way, and the LPA have identified that extensive access works may be required should development
on site occur230.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Crossway Green
Potential Site: WY033 – Land East of Church Lane, Crossway Green (5 dwellings)
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
protected and invested in231 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, the site is adjacent to the A449,
which means there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light and
air quality on any new residential development. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects
identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; SWDP 31: Pollution; and SWDP 21: Design.
There are no known flooding issues on the site232 and development at the site is not anticipated to have an effect on any known
Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs 233&234. However, the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a
result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be uncertain at this stage.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
TBC
231 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
232 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
233 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
234 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Crowle
Potential Sites: WY034 – Site North of Froxmere Road, Crowle (8 dwellings) and WY035 – Land East of Church Lane, Crowle (6 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 14
Development at the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of premium value and which needs its quality
maintained235 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. The sites are particularly sensitive to development for this
reason. In addition, site WY035 is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore
there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. There are no known flooding issues on site WY034236
but it contains a traditional orchard priority habitat237 and therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on SA Objective 10.
Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25:
Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and
Treatment; SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk; and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
Development at the sites is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments
or ALAHIs238&239 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are considered to be
uncertain at this stage. Furthermore, taking into account the small size of each development it is considered that there are unlikely to be
any significant effects with regard to health.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Defford
Potential Sites: SWDP61/5 Defford, land rear of Railway Inn, Main Street (20 dwellings); SWDP61/6 Defford, Upper Street Road (6 dwellings);
SWDP61/7 Defford, Adjacent to Defford First School, Church Lane (5 dwellings); WY036 – Land Adjacent to Keppel Gate, Upton Road,
Defford (9 dwellings); and WY037 – Land at 1 Avon Bank, Upton Road, Defford (8 dwellings)
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
237 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
238 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
239 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Indicative Dwelling Total: 48
Development at the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported240 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, site SWDP61/5 is adjacent to the main
railway line, sites WY036 and WY037 are both adjacent to the A4104 and also site WY037 is adjacent to a sewage works. This indicates
that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on pollution with regard to noise, light, odour and/ or
air quality on any new residential development at these sites. All other sites, owing to the small size of development proposed, are
considered unlikely to have any significant effects with regard to health. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce
the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character; SWDP 31: Pollution; and SWDP 21: Design.
Development at the majority of sites is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs241&242 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. However, site SWDP61/6 is adjacent to a Listed Building243 and therefore there is potential for
minor negative effects on SA Objective12. Site SWDP61/7 also contains a traditional orchard priority habitat244 which could be lost if the
site is developed. Mitigation for any potential negative effects can be provided at the development management level and is available
from policies: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure and SWDP
22: Biodiversity. In addition, there are no known flooding issues on any of the sites 245.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Kemerton
Potential Site: SWDP61/10 Kemerton, land at Parks Farm, Jobs Lane (9 dwellings).

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
242 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
243 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
244 Defra (2014) Magic – Statutory Rural Designations. Online at http://magic.defra.gov.uk [accessed June 2014].
245 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
240
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Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported246 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, although the site is located on
Brownfield land partly within the settlement boundary, it is located within the AONB247 and therefore there is still potential for minor
negative effects on landscape and townscape. It is also located partly within a Conservation Area248 and is adjacent to a Listed
Building249 and as a result is likely to have negative effects on the historic environment. Furthermore, the site is at risk from fluvial flooding250
which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against
SA Objective 14. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 6: Historic
Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and
SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; SWDP 28: Management
of Flood Risk; and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
As the site is on Brownfield land partly within the settlement boundary, it is not expected to result in the loss of any agricultural land and
therefore is considered to lead to minor positive effects on climate change. Moreover, taking into account the small size of the
development it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard to health.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Hanbury
Potential Site: WY038 – Land at Droitwich Road, Hanbury (30 dwellings).
The site is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to
be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help
reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30:
Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
248 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
249 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
250 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of premium value and which needs its quality
maintained251 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce
the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design. Moreover, taking into
account the small size of the development, it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard to health and
the development is also not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or
ALAHIs252&253 but the presence of archaeology is unknown.
In light of the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Himbleton
Potential Sites: SWDP61/9 Himbleton, Harrow Lane (6 dwellings); and WY039 – Land Adjacent to Galton Arms, Harrow Lane, Himbleton (6
dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 12
Development at the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of premium value and which needs its quality
maintained254 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. The sites are particularly sensitive to development for this
reason. In addition, site WY039 is partly located in a high risk flood zone (Flood Risk Zone 3)255 and susceptible to surface water flooding
which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for major negative effects against
SA Objective 14. Site WY039 is also located adjacent to a Conservation Area256 and a Listed Building257 and as a result is likely to have
negative effects on the historic environment. There are no known flooding issues on site SWDP61/9 258 and also development at this site is
not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs259&260. Mitigation is
available from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
253 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
254 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
255 TBC
256 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
257 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
258 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
259 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
260 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable
Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk; and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
Furthermore, given the small size of each development it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard to
health.
In light of the small quantum of development adjacent the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Pebworth
Potential Sites: SWDP61/13 Pebworth, Honeybourne Road (10 dwellings); WY040 – Fibrex Nurseries, Honeybourne Road, Pebworth (15
dwellings); and WY041 – Land to the West of Chapel Road, Pebworth (10 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 35
Development at the sites will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average and which needs to be restored
and maintained261 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, there are no known flooding issues at sites
WY040 and WY041 although site SWDP61/13 is at risk from fluvial and surface water flooding262 which could affect the new residential
development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14 on this site.
Furthermore, development at sites SWDP61/13 and WY040 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed
Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs263&264 but site WY041 is adjacent to the Conservation Area265 and is therefore there is potential
for minor negative effects on the historic environment. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce the negative
effects identified: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP
25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and
Treatment; SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk; and SWDP 22: Biodiversity.
As the site WY040 is on Brownfield land, it is not expected to result in the loss of any agricultural land and therefore is considered to lead to
minor positive effects on climate change. However, the site is outside of the main settlement boundary with the potential for possible
negative effects on communities and on the character of the village. Yet the negative effects could be lessened if site SWDP61/13 is

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
263 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
264 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
265 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
261
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developed as well as this site, which would allow for continuation of the settlement boundary and link it physically to the existing
community.
Moreover, given the small size of the development at each site it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with
regard to health.
In light of the small quantum of development largely adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant
effects on village as a whole.
Peopleton
Potential Site: WY042 – Stone Arrow Farm, Peopleton (12 dwellings).
The site is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to
be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help
reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30:
Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
restored and invested in266 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. Mitigation is available from the following policies to
help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
Moreover, given the small size of the development, it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant effects with regard to
health and the development is also not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs267&268 but the presence of archaeology is unknown.
In light of the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Whittington

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
268 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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Potential Sites: SWDP61/16 Whittington, land at Walkers Lane (17 dwellings) and WY043 – Land Off Walkers Lane and Church Lane,
Whittington (25 dwellings).
Indicative Dwelling Total: 42
Development at sites SWDP61/16 and WY043 will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and
which needs to be restored and invested in269 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition, site SWDP61/16 is
adjacent to the A4440 and A44, which indicates that there are likely to be minor negative health effects and further negative effects on
pollution with regard to noise, light and air quality on any new residential development. There are no known flooding issues on either of
the sites270 and site SWDP61/16 is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs271&272. On the other hand, site WY043 the adjacent to the Conservation Area273 and a Listed Building274, therefore
there is potential for minor negative effects on the historic environment. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce
the negative effects identified: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 31: Pollution; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment;
SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21: Design.
As the site WY043 is on Brownfield land, it is not expected to result in the loss of any agricultural land and therefore is considered to lead to
minor positive effects on climate change. However, the site is located within a significant gap with the potential for possible negative
effects on the character of the village.
Given the small quantum of development adjacent the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects on
village as a whole.
Long Marston
Potential Site: WY044 – Land Adjacent to Sims Metals UK (South West) Limited, Long Marston (380 dwellings).
Development the site is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects on
health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to supply a large amount of additional high quality and
affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. However, the site is outside of a settlement boundary and as a result it is expected
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
271 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
272 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
273 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
274 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
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that a large amount of new infrastructure would need to be put in place to accommodate growth at the site. It is anticipated that any
new development will make appropriate and timely provision for / contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line with the NPPF
and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan and given its size it is expected that the
site could provide additional infrastructure improvements leading to minor positive effects on SA Objective 3 – infrastructure. In addition,
the majority of the site is Brownfield in nature and development at the site is not expected to result in the loss of any agricultural land or
green infrastructure, therefore is considered to lead to minor positive effects on climate change and landscape and townscape.
Furthermore, development at the site is not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled
Monuments or ALAHIs275&276 but the potential for archaeology is unknown and as a result, the effects on the historic environment are
considered to be uncertain at this stage.
The site is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to
be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. However, mitigation is available from the following policies to help
reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30:
Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
Development at the site could essentially lead to the creation of a new village nestled in between Long Marston, Pebworth, Lower
Quinton and Upper Quinton. The site is adjacent to a large industrial estate but it is remote from most forms of public transport and lacks
decent access to a main road (A road or motorway). The site is also adjacent to an AONB and therefore will need to be sensitively
planned.
Conderton
Potential Site: SWDP61/3 Conderton, land at Conderton Close (6 dwellings).
The site is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to
be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. In addition, the site is partly within the Conservation Area277 and
adjacent to a Listed Building278, therefore there is potential for minor negative effects on the historic environment. Mitigation is available
from the following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the
Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources,
Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP 28: Management of Flood Risk.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
277 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
278 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
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Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of good value and which needs to be
protected and supported in279 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition Mitigation is available from the
following policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP
21: Design. Moreover, taking into account the small size of the development it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant
effects with regard to health and the development is also not anticipated to have an effect on any known Conservation Areas, Listed
Buildings, Scheduled Monuments or ALAHIs280&281 but the presence of archaeology is unknown.
Given the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Lower Moor
Potential Site: SWDP61/11 Lower Moor, land South of Blacksmith Lane (20 dwellings).
The site is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new residential development and therefore there is considered to
be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. In addition, the site is adjacent to a Scheduled Monument282, therefore
there is potential for minor negative effects on the historic environment. Mitigation is available from the following policies to help reduce
the negative effects identified: SWDP 6: Historic Environment; SWDP 24: Management of the Historic Environment; SWDP 5: Green
Infrastructure; SWDP 21: Design; SWDP 29: Sustainable Drainage Systems; SWDP 30: Water Resources, Efficiency and Treatment; and SWDP
28: Management of Flood Risk.
Development at the site will result in the loss of green infrastructure that is considered to be of average value and which needs to be
restored and invested in283 - leading to minor negative effects on green infrastructure. In addition Mitigation is available from the following
policies to help reduce the negative effects identified SWDP 5: Green Infrastructure, SWDP 25: Landscape Character and SWDP 21:
Design. Moreover, taking into account the small size of the development it is considered that there are unlikely to be any significant
effects with regard to health.

Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
281 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
282 English Heritage (2014) National Heritage List for England. Online at http://list.english-heritage.org.uk/mapsearch.aspx [accessed June 2014]
283 Worcester City Council, Malvern Hill District Council and Wychavon District Council (2014) South Worcester Development Plan Maps – Interactive Policy Map.
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In light of the small quantum of development from a single site adjacent to the village, it is considered unlikely that there would be any
significant effects on village as a whole.
Summary of Cumulative Effects for Wychavon Category 3 Villages
Development at all of sites could mean that new infrastructure will be needed to support the growth across the Category 3 Villages but it
is assumed that all development will make appropriate and timely provision/ contribution to necessary supporting infrastructure in line
with the NPPF and with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan to accompany the South Worcester Development Plan. In addition, majority of the
development is proposed adjacent to existing settlement boundaries and therefore is likely to support existing local services and the
viability and vitality of the villages/ town and also allow for integration with the existing community. Therefore, the cumulative effects
against SA Objective 3 are considered to be minor positive. Additional high quality and affordable housing to be provided at all sites is
likely to lead to major cumulative long-term positive effects on housing with indirect minor positive effects on health.
The cumulative effects against the SA Objectives for climate change, landscape and townscape, historic environment and water are
expected to be minor negative. This is because development across a large proportion of the sites will result in the loss of Greenfield and
agricultural land adjacent to the village boundaries, there are a number of sites which are adjacent to heritage assets or within a
Conservation Area and also there are issues with surface water flooding at a large number of the sites. In addition, almost all of the sites
will result in the loss of green infrastructure considered to be of between average and premium value. There is also the potential for minor
negative cumulative effects with regard to increases in traffic resulting from development at all sites and as the villages generally have
poor access to public transport. Congestion as a result of growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development is dispersed
throughout a number of villages.
Until lower level studies and assessments are carried out, the cumulative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity and pollution are
considered to be uncertain at this stage. Pollution resulting from growth is thought to be less of an issue as the development is dispersed
throughout a number of villages. Furthermore, given the location of each site within or close to a Category 3 Village and the need to
meet the requirements of the NPPF, it was considered unlikely that there would be any significant effects against the SA Objectives
regarding economy and employment, quality design and sustainable construction and waste.
One of the key areas selected for a large quantum of development (approximately 380 dwellings) is a site near Long Marston.
Development at the site could essentially lead to the creation of a new village nestled in between Long Marston, Pebworth, Lower
Quinton and Upper Quinton. The site is adjacent to a large industrial estate but it is remote from most forms of public transport and lacks
decent access to a main road (A road or motorway). Development the site is likely have major long-term positive effects on the SA
Objective of housing with indirect minor positive effects on health and well-being as the development will provide the opportunity to
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supply a large amount of additional high quality and affordable housing to meet identified housing needs. However, it is expected that a
large amount of new infrastructure would need to be put in place to accommodate growth at the site. In addition, the majority of the
site is Brownfield in nature and development at the site is not expected to result in the loss of any agricultural land or green infrastructure,
therefore is considered to lead to minor positive effects on climate change and landscape and townscape. The site is also adjacent to
an AONB and therefore will need to be sensitively planned. The site is susceptible to surface water flooding which could affect the new
residential development and therefore there is considered to be potential for minor negative effects against SA Objective 14. It is
expected that many of the negative effects identified for this new site can be mitigated in line with the requirements of the SWDP
policies.
Key Positive Sustainability Effects
 Potential for major positive cumulative effects with regard to provision of housing.
Key Negative Sustainability Effects
 None.
The following sites have been progressed to the proposed main modifications:
SWDP61/2, WY031, WY032 and WY033 (New dwelling total of 23)
The SA findings for cumulative effects have been reassessed and considered unlikely to result in any significant cumulative effects due to
the low number of new dwellings progressing.
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